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In the Personnages com Abdelke, a Syrian Wh 
POsi 0 

0 moveo to Paris in the early 198os has used_h1s experience as a caricaturist to create a Po en allegory of the politics of the Arab world and the imper a of the media, especially the press The central ngure adorned with a sash and 
a medal. embodies polit,c.il authority and greed Faceies apart from a threatening 
mouth. he 1s nanked by a 
sniggering, sneering couple The spots of colour and paste tones merely enhance the 
sinister mood 

The tone of the black-and
white drawing of 2012 stanas in direct contrast to that of 
a similarly noral composition 
by Abdelke from 2011 (see 
'Introduction·, page 30) In the 
earlier work the mood is one 0 
optimism, a visual counterpart 
to the revolutionary song 
'Good Morning to the Bloom ng 
Flowers' by the late Egypt1ar 
musician Sheikh Imam Here 
hope has faded the nowers are 
dry and dying, pinned to the 
ground by a knife 
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The Iraqi artist Dia AI-A2zawi. 
who has lived in the UK 
since 1976, has witnessed the 
fragmentation of the avant
garde artistic community 
with which he spent his 
youth Throughout his career 
he has created a variety of 
powerful images renecting the 
upheavals that have afnicted 
the Middle East in recent 
decades This stark ngure, 
with its angular features 
and hollow, staring eyes. 
stands out against the 
splash of red behind, with 
its suggestion of blood and 
names An element of hope 
appears to be offered by 
the dove, although, perhaps 
signincantly, it seems to be 
nying away. out of the canvas. 

Lisa Fattah was the German
born wife of Ismail Fattah, 
the great Iraqi monumentalist 
sculptor Her expressively 
painted. distorted ngure 
conveys anger at the 
oppression of the Iraqi people 
Its revolutionary message, 
summed up by the three 
words at the top of the paper, 
shows an acute awareness 
of both the risks and the 
potential benents of violent 
transformation. 
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